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Reading free Lord jesus christ
devotion to in earliest christianity
larry w hurtado [PDF]
this outstanding book provides an in depth historical study of the place of jesus in
the religious life beliefs and worship of christians from the beginnings of the
christian movement down to the late second century lord jesus christ is a
monumental work on earliest christian devotion to jesus sure to replace wilhelm
bousset s kyrios christos 1913 as the standard work on the subject larry hurtado
widely respected for his previous contributions to the study of the new testament
and christian origins offers the best view to date of how the first christians saw and
reverenced jesus as divine in assembling this compelling picture hurtado draws on a
wide body of ancient sources from scripture and the writings of such figures as
ignatius of antioch and justin to apocryphal texts such as the gospel of thomas and
the gospel of truth hurtado considers such themes as early beliefs about jesus
divine status and significance but he also explores telling devotional practices of the
time including prayer and worship the use of jesus name in exorcism baptism and
healing ritual invocation of jesus as lord martyrdom and lesser known phenomena
such as prayer postures and the curious scribal practice known today as the nomina
sacra the revealing portrait that emerges from hurtado s comprehensive study
yields definitive answers to questions like these how important was this formative
period to later christian tradition when did the divinization of jesus first occur was
early christianity influenced by neighboring religions how did the idea of jesus
divinity change old views of god and why did the powerful dynamics of early beliefs
and practices encourage people to make the costly move of becoming a christian
boasting an unprecedented breadth and depth of coverage the book speaks
authoritatively on everything from early christian history to themes in biblical
studies to new testament christology hurtado s lord jesus christ is at once
significant enough that a wide range of scholars will want to read it and accessible
enough that general readers interested at all in christian origins will also profit
greatly from it in three fascinating probes of early christianity examining baptism
speaking in tongues and meals in common johnson illustrates how a more wholistic
approach opens up the world of healings and religious power of ecstasy and spire in
short the religious experience of real persons early christian texts he finds reflect
lives caught up in and defined by a power not in their control but engendered
instead by the crucified and raised messiah jesus hengel here marshals a vast body
of learning to illuminate brilliantly a few specific questions about the new testament
for anyone who has read much in contemporary european new testament
scholarship this wise little book will come as a tonic and for the beginning adult
student of the new testament the book will serve as an excellent introduction to the
question of historicity in early christian writings review for religious the book is
extremely well written and gives evidence of an astonishing command of ancient
literature journal of the american academy of religion these studies cover a variety
of topics beliefs and expectations of first century jews the earliest gospel stephen
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the beginning of the gospel christ died for our sins the jerusalem council speaking in
tongues comparing the gospels this focused look at women in the household
context discusses the importance of issues of space and visibility in shaping the
lives of early christian women several aspects of women s everyday existence are
investigated including the lives of wives widows women with children female slaves
women as patrons household leaders and teachers in addition several key themes
emerge hospitality dining practices and the extent of female segregation top
scholars of early christianity and judaism consider methodological issues earliest
christianity s judaic setting gospel studies and the emergence of later christianity
these essays honor bruce chilton recognizing his seminal contribution to the study
of earliest christianity in its judaic setting this volume brings together two important
historical studies by professor hengel acts and the history of earliest christianity and
property and riches in the early church together they give a vivid and clearly
written picture of life and values in the first days of christianity remarkably easy
reading and well within the reach of those who are shy of works of scholarship
expository times martin hengel was professor of new testament and early judaism
in the university of tubingen contributors frederick d aquino allen black mark c black
barry l blackburn randall d chesnutt jeffrey w childers larry chouinard everett
ferguson thomas c greer jr jan faver hailey stanley n helton a brian mclemore
marcia d moore kenneth v neller l curt niccum carroll d osburn j paul pollard kathy j
pulley gregory e sterling james w thompson james walters john willis what is a
woman s role in the church can a woman have a place in the church is a woman to
sit quietly while the lord s work is being performed by the men these works by
carroll osburn and others are some of the best written well researched essays on
women in the bible and the early church you will find anywhere essays include
women from the old and new testament as well as women in the early stages of the
development of the current church as we know it see what role these early women
played in the progress of god s inspired institution this thorough lucid solidly
researched book the first of two volumes charts the history of global christianity
through the advice of many scholars of christian origins the selections here include
texts that show students how christianity developed and was lived in asia africa and
the mediterranean these texts show christian life beyond the confines of byzantine
and western christendom as christians enter the mongol and chinese courts
struggle to cope with islam and continue to live in places such as ethiopia and egypt
designed for the classroom readings in world christian history highlights the variety
of christianities that grew out of the palestinian jesus movement of the first century
this book argues that mark s gospel was not written as late as c 65 75 ce but dates
from sometime between the late 30s and early 40s ce it challenges the use of the
external evidence such as irenaeus and clement of alexandria often used for dating
mark relying instead on internal evidence from the gospel itself james crossley also
questions the view that mark 13 reflects the jewish war arguing that there are other
plausible historical settings crossley argues that mark s gospel takes for granted
that jesus fully observed biblical law and that mark could only make such an
assumption at a time when christianity was largely law observant and this could not
have been later than the mid 40s from which point on certain jewish and gentile
christians were no longer observing some biblical laws e g food sabbath history of
the world christian movement shows that from the beginning christianity has been a
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world religion informed and shaped through the interplay of gospel and culture
church and world this investigation into paul s relationship with the church of
jerusalem draws on the insights of sociology to complement the historical critical
method taylor argues that the church of antioch was for a significant part of paul s
career not merely the base of his missionary activities but also the community from
which he derived his identity his relationship with the church of jerusalem must be
understood accordingly paul s alienation from the antiochene church in the
aftermath of his confrontation with peter meant loss of apostolic commission and
social identity galatians reflects the reconstruction of paul s personal and apostolic
identity to compensate for this loss contributors fred a bailey robert f hull jr david b
jackson earl lavender jack p lewis bill love rick marrs allan mcnicol john mcray
michael s moore frederick w norris tom olbright carroll d osburn dale pauls kathy j
pulley charme e robarts gary selby james thompson gerald c tiffin jack w vancil
james walters frank wheeler john t willis timothy m willis wendell willis this work
provides a survey of the history of the earliest christian church in the period up to
the fall of jerusalem it concentrates on the figure of paul judicious and critical use of
information in the book of acts judaizing versions of christianity and the johannine
tradition the approach steers a middle way between an over simplified account
which fails to warn students where scholarly opinion is divided and an in depth
academic study which attempts to document and discuss every hypothesis
wedderburn focuses on aspects of central importance the changing shape of church
life and developing christianity in relation to the roman empire and to judaism this
book seeks to draw together and make more readily accessible many new insights
gained from an enormous range of recent scholarly studies in german and english
and places them in the context of a more general account death in second century
christian thought explores how the meaning of death was conceptualized in this
crucial period of the history of the church through an exploration of some key
metaphors and other figures of speech that the early church used to talk about this
interesting but difficult topic the author argues that the early church selected
modified and utilized existing views on the subject of death in order to offer a
distinctively christian view of death based on what they believed the word of god
taught on the subject particularly in light of the ongoing story of jesus following his
death his burial and resurrection in short the book shows how christians interacted
with the views of death in late antiquity coming up with their own distinctive view of
death in three fascinating probes of early christianity examining baptism speaking
in tongues and meals in common johnson illustrates how a more wholistic approach
opens up the world of healings and religious power of ecstasy and spire in short the
religious experience of real persons early christian texts he finds reflect lives caught
up in and defined by a power not in their control but engendered instead by the
crucified and raised messiah jesus unity and diversity has proved its value as a
textbook over the years but it is now well over ten years old and scholarship has not
stood still in that period to assist him in making the revisions now needed professor
dunn enlisted the help of his new testament seminar which subjected the whole
book to a chapter by chapter critique to take all recent developments into account
including recent studies in the sociology of early christianity relations between
judaism and early christianity and literary criticism the book would have had to be
rewritten since that was not possible the revision has been limited to completely
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revised bibliographies expanded and additional notes to add occasional
clarifications or qualifications to the text and fresh introductions to each chapter
this title provides a sociological investigation into the life of the early church by one
of the 20th century s leading biblical scholars contributors fred a bailey robert f hull
jr david b jackson earl lavender jack p lewis bill love rick marrs allan mcnicol john
mcray michael s moore frederick w norris tom olbright carroll d osburn dale pauls
kathy j pulley charme e robarts gary selby james thompson gerald c tiffin jack w
vancil james walters frank wheeler john t willis timothy m willis wendell willis
contributors frederick d aquino allen black mark c black barry l blackburn randall d
chesnutt jeffrey w childers larry chouinard everett ferguson thomas c greer jr jan
faver hailey stanley n helton a brian mclemore marcia d moore kenneth v neller l
curt niccum carroll d osburn j paul pollard kathy j pulley gregory e sterling james w
thompson james walters john willis least of the apostles is a study of paul s relation
both in his ministry and through his epistles to the rest of apostolic christianity
studies relating paul to judaism the roman empire or greco roman philosophy
abound we adopt the comparatively neglected approach of relating paul specifically
to his fellow apostles the first three chapters explore the influence on paul of
sources from the earliest church james and his circle the apostolic decree and proto
synoptic traditions while the final three explore paul s influence on hebrews luke
and john and the petrine epistles we conclude by considering the implications of
these findings for new testament theology this volume advances our understanding
of early christianity as a lived religion by approaching it through its rites the
emotions and affects surrounding those rites and the material setting for the
practice of them the connections between emotions and ritual between rites and
their materiality and between emotions and their physical manifestation in ancient
mediterranean culture have been inadequately explored as yet especially with
regard to early christianity and its water and dining rites readers will find all three
areas ritual emotion and materiality engaged in this exemplary interdisciplinary
study which provides fresh insights into early christianity and its world ritual
emotion and materiality in the early christian world will be of special interest to
interdisciplinary minded researchers seminarians and students who are attentive to
theory and method and those with an interest in the new testament and earliest
christianity it will also appeal to those working on ancient jewish and greco roman
religion emotion and ritual from a comparative standpoint in how on earth did jesus
become a god larry hurtado investigates the intense devotion to jesus that emerged
with surprising speed after his death reverence for jesus among early christians
notes hurtado included both grand claims about jesus significance and a pattern of
devotional practices that effectively treated him as divine this book argues that
whatever one makes of such devotion to jesus the subject deserves serious
historical consideration mapping out the lively current debate about jesus hurtado
explains the evidence issues and positions at stake he goes on to treat the
opposition to and severe costs of worshiping jesus the history of incorporating such
devotion into jewish monotheism and the role of religious experience in christianity
s development out of judaism the follow up to hurtado s award winninglord jesus
christ 2003 this book provides compelling answers to queries about the
development of the church s belief in the divinity of jesus particularly after the
standard commentaries by ernst haenchen and hans cormehnann the acts of the
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apostles has come to be seen as a work in which the theology of its author has
distorted his account of earliest christianity attention has therefore focussed on that
theology in an attempt to give as full a picture ofit as possible and consequently the
question what actually happened has fallen right into the background professor
ltidemann does not go back on the work of his german predecessors but he is very
well aware of the question of the historicity of acts and their failure to deal with it
thoroughly so in his work which essentially takes the form of a commentary he goes
through acts from beginning to end trying to ascertain whether despite all the
difficulties it is nevertheless possible to establish a core of reliable historical
information in particular sections of the work the result is an important addition to
the literature on acts much needed since the haenchen and conzelmann
commentaries are now dated a notable feature of the work is its attention to the
literature written in english account is taken of this up to 1986 this is a revised and
updated version of a student textbook concerning the historical problems involved
in the study of the new testament and modern techniques for solving them the
author also examines the influence of the new testament on subsequent religious
and secular history this book examines the roles and functions that women
assumed in the early christian communities from ad 33 to the council of nicaea it
surveys too the views about women held by various new testament authors
including paul and the evangelists more happened in the period between jesus and
paul professor hengel argues than in the whole of the next seven centuries up to
the time when the doctrine of the early church was completed certainly these
decades are crucial to our understanding of the development of earliest christianity
however they are very much a tunnel period and there is little to shed light on it this
volume does something to pierce the darkness among other issues it considers the
origins of the christian mission the role of the hellenists the reliability of luke as a
geographer when he is dealing with events in palestine in the acts of the apostles
and the development of christological belief particularly in christian worship those
familiar with professor hengel s work will know that they will find here a wealth of
valuable insight based on painstaking examination of all available sources
according to the commonly held view early christianity was a time of great harmony
and heresy emerged only at a later stage to the contrary gerd ludemann argues
that the time from the first christian communities to the end of the second century
was defined by struggle by various groups for doctrinal authority drawing on a
wealth of data he asserts that the losers in this struggle actually represented
christianity in its more authentic original form orthodoxy has been defined by the
victors in this struggle and it is they who subsequently silenced alternative views
and labeled them heretical ludemann s findings are important as well as liberating
for the understanding of both christianity and the bible readers will gain a new
understanding of jesus and the early church from this compelling and controversial
book the book is a concise statement of how a scholar may conduct research in the
social scientific study of the early christian movement when dealing with new
testament texts and testimonies this book is open access and available on
bloomsburycollections com it is funded by knowledge unlatched this innovative
volume focuses on the significance of early christianity for modern means of
addressing poverty by offering a rigorous study of deprivation and its alleviation in
both earliest christianity and today s world the contributors seek to present the
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complex ways in which early christian ideas and practices relate to modern ideas
and practices and vice versa in this light the book covers seven major areas of
poverty and its causes benefaction patronage donation wealth and dehumanization
the undeserving poor and responsibility each area features an expert in early
christianity in its jewish and graeco roman settings paired with an expert in modern
strategies for addressing poverty and benefaction each author engages with the
same topic from their respective area of expertise and responds to their partner s
essay giving careful attention toboth the continuities and discontinuities between
the ancient world and today the contributors seek to inform and engage church
leaders those working in ngos concerned with poverty and all interested in these
crucial issues both christian and not tension between unity and diversity plagues
any attempt to recount the development of earliest christianity explanations run the
gamut from asserting the presence of a fully formed and accepted unity at the
beginning of christianity to the hypothesis that understands orthodox unity as a
later imposition upon christianity by rome in christian theology and its institutions in
the early roman empire christoph markschies seeks to unravel the complex problem
of unity and diversity by carefully examining the institutional settings for the
development of christian theology specifically markschies contends that theological
diversity is closely bound up with institutional diversity markschies clears the
ground by tracing how previous studies fail to appreciate the critical role that
diverse christian institutions played in creating and establishing the very theological
ideas that later came to define them he next examines three distinct forms of
institutional life the christian institutions of higher learning prophecy and worship
and their respective contributions to christianity s development markschies then
focuses his attention on the development of the new testament canon
demonstrating how different institutions developed their own respective canons
while challenging views that assign a decisive role to athanasius marcion or the
gnostics markschies concludes by arguing that the complementary model of the
identity and plurality of early christianity is better equipped to address the question
of unity and diversity than walter bauer s cultural protestant model of orthodoxy
and heresy or the jesuit model of the inculturation of christianity provided by
publisher this study challenges the adequacy of the reconstruction of primitive
christianity advanced by walter bauer in orthodoxy and heresy in earliest
christianity the theory that so called heretical movements were early widespread
and strong the author does this by citing the lack of data extensive enough to
warrant such conclusions



Lord Jesus Christ 2005-09-14 this outstanding book provides an in depth historical
study of the place of jesus in the religious life beliefs and worship of christians from
the beginnings of the christian movement down to the late second century lord
jesus christ is a monumental work on earliest christian devotion to jesus sure to
replace wilhelm bousset s kyrios christos 1913 as the standard work on the subject
larry hurtado widely respected for his previous contributions to the study of the new
testament and christian origins offers the best view to date of how the first
christians saw and reverenced jesus as divine in assembling this compelling picture
hurtado draws on a wide body of ancient sources from scripture and the writings of
such figures as ignatius of antioch and justin to apocryphal texts such as the gospel
of thomas and the gospel of truth hurtado considers such themes as early beliefs
about jesus divine status and significance but he also explores telling devotional
practices of the time including prayer and worship the use of jesus name in
exorcism baptism and healing ritual invocation of jesus as lord martyrdom and
lesser known phenomena such as prayer postures and the curious scribal practice
known today as the nomina sacra the revealing portrait that emerges from hurtado
s comprehensive study yields definitive answers to questions like these how
important was this formative period to later christian tradition when did the
divinization of jesus first occur was early christianity influenced by neighboring
religions how did the idea of jesus divinity change old views of god and why did the
powerful dynamics of early beliefs and practices encourage people to make the
costly move of becoming a christian boasting an unprecedented breadth and depth
of coverage the book speaks authoritatively on everything from early christian
history to themes in biblical studies to new testament christology hurtado s lord
jesus christ is at once significant enough that a wide range of scholars will want to
read it and accessible enough that general readers interested at all in christian
origins will also profit greatly from it
Religious Experience in Earliest Christianity 2003-03-14 in three fascinating
probes of early christianity examining baptism speaking in tongues and meals in
common johnson illustrates how a more wholistic approach opens up the world of
healings and religious power of ecstasy and spire in short the religious experience
of real persons early christian texts he finds reflect lives caught up in and defined
by a power not in their control but engendered instead by the crucified and raised
messiah jesus
Acts and the History of Earliest Christianity 1996 hengel here marshals a vast
body of learning to illuminate brilliantly a few specific questions about the new
testament for anyone who has read much in contemporary european new
testament scholarship this wise little book will come as a tonic and for the beginning
adult student of the new testament the book will serve as an excellent introduction
to the question of historicity in early christian writings review for religious the book
is extremely well written and gives evidence of an astonishing command of ancient
literature journal of the american academy of religion
Orthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest Christianity 2014-01-07 these studies cover
a variety of topics beliefs and expectations of first century jews the earliest gospel
stephen the beginning of the gospel christ died for our sins the jerusalem council
speaking in tongues comparing the gospels
Studies in Earliest Christianity 2009-12-01 this focused look at women in the



household context discusses the importance of issues of space and visibility in
shaping the lives of early christian women several aspects of women s everyday
existence are investigated including the lives of wives widows women with children
female slaves women as patrons household leaders and teachers in addition several
key themes emerge hospitality dining practices and the extent of female
segregation
A Woman's Place 2016-02-02 top scholars of early christianity and judaism consider
methodological issues earliest christianity s judaic setting gospel studies and the
emergence of later christianity these essays honor bruce chilton recognizing his
seminal contribution to the study of earliest christianity in its judaic setting
Earliest Christianity within the Boundaries of Judaism 1986 this volume
brings together two important historical studies by professor hengel acts and the
history of earliest christianity and property and riches in the early church together
they give a vivid and clearly written picture of life and values in the first days of
christianity remarkably easy reading and well within the reach of those who are shy
of works of scholarship expository times martin hengel was professor of new
testament and early judaism in the university of tubingen
Earliest Christianity 2007-07-01 contributors frederick d aquino allen black mark c
black barry l blackburn randall d chesnutt jeffrey w childers larry chouinard everett
ferguson thomas c greer jr jan faver hailey stanley n helton a brian mclemore
marcia d moore kenneth v neller l curt niccum carroll d osburn j paul pollard kathy j
pulley gregory e sterling james w thompson james walters john willis
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity, Volume 1 1993 what is a woman s
role in the church can a woman have a place in the church is a woman to sit quietly
while the lord s work is being performed by the men these works by carroll osburn
and others are some of the best written well researched essays on women in the
bible and the early church you will find anywhere essays include women from the
old and new testament as well as women in the early stages of the development of
the current church as we know it see what role these early women played in the
progress of god s inspired institution
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity 2002-01-10 this thorough lucid solidly
researched book the first of two volumes charts the history of global christianity
History of the World Christian Movement 2004 through the advice of many
scholars of christian origins the selections here include texts that show students
how christianity developed and was lived in asia africa and the mediterranean these
texts show christian life beyond the confines of byzantine and western christendom
as christians enter the mongol and chinese courts struggle to cope with islam and
continue to live in places such as ethiopia and egypt designed for the classroom
readings in world christian history highlights the variety of christianities that grew
out of the palestinian jesus movement of the first century
Readings in World Christian History: Earliest Christianity to 1453
2004-06-15 this book argues that mark s gospel was not written as late as c 65 75
ce but dates from sometime between the late 30s and early 40s ce it challenges the
use of the external evidence such as irenaeus and clement of alexandria often used
for dating mark relying instead on internal evidence from the gospel itself james
crossley also questions the view that mark 13 reflects the jewish war arguing that
there are other plausible historical settings crossley argues that mark s gospel takes



for granted that jesus fully observed biblical law and that mark could only make
such an assumption at a time when christianity was largely law observant and this
could not have been later than the mid 40s from which point on certain jewish and
gentile christians were no longer observing some biblical laws e g food sabbath
The Date of Mark's Gospel 2001-01-01 history of the world christian movement
shows that from the beginning christianity has been a world religion informed and
shaped through the interplay of gospel and culture church and world
History of the World Christian Movement: Earliest Christianity to 1453 2015-01-29
this investigation into paul s relationship with the church of jerusalem draws on the
insights of sociology to complement the historical critical method taylor argues that
the church of antioch was for a significant part of paul s career not merely the base
of his missionary activities but also the community from which he derived his
identity his relationship with the church of jerusalem must be understood
accordingly paul s alienation from the antiochene church in the aftermath of his
confrontation with peter meant loss of apostolic commission and social identity
galatians reflects the reconstruction of paul s personal and apostolic identity to
compensate for this loss
Paul, Antioch and Jerusalem 2007-07-01 contributors fred a bailey robert f hull jr
david b jackson earl lavender jack p lewis bill love rick marrs allan mcnicol john
mcray michael s moore frederick w norris tom olbright carroll d osburn dale pauls
kathy j pulley charme e robarts gary selby james thompson gerald c tiffin jack w
vancil james walters frank wheeler john t willis timothy m willis wendell willis
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity, Volume 2 2004-01-30 this work
provides a survey of the history of the earliest christian church in the period up to
the fall of jerusalem it concentrates on the figure of paul judicious and critical use of
information in the book of acts judaizing versions of christianity and the johannine
tradition the approach steers a middle way between an over simplified account
which fails to warn students where scholarly opinion is divided and an in depth
academic study which attempts to document and discuss every hypothesis
wedderburn focuses on aspects of central importance the changing shape of church
life and developing christianity in relation to the roman empire and to judaism this
book seeks to draw together and make more readily accessible many new insights
gained from an enormous range of recent scholarly studies in german and english
and places them in the context of a more general account
A History of the First Christians 2015-03-24 death in second century christian
thought explores how the meaning of death was conceptualized in this crucial
period of the history of the church through an exploration of some key metaphors
and other figures of speech that the early church used to talk about this interesting
but difficult topic the author argues that the early church selected modified and
utilized existing views on the subject of death in order to offer a distinctively
christian view of death based on what they believed the word of god taught on the
subject particularly in light of the ongoing story of jesus following his death his
burial and resurrection in short the book shows how christians interacted with the
views of death in late antiquity coming up with their own distinctive view of death
Death in Second-Century Christian Thought 1970 in three fascinating probes of
early christianity examining baptism speaking in tongues and meals in common
johnson illustrates how a more wholistic approach opens up the world of healings



and religious power of ecstasy and spire in short the religious experience of real
persons early christian texts he finds reflect lives caught up in and defined by a
power not in their control but engendered instead by the crucified and raised
messiah jesus
Earliest Christianity 1998 unity and diversity has proved its value as a textbook over
the years but it is now well over ten years old and scholarship has not stood still in
that period to assist him in making the revisions now needed professor dunn
enlisted the help of his new testament seminar which subjected the whole book to a
chapter by chapter critique to take all recent developments into account including
recent studies in the sociology of early christianity relations between judaism and
early christianity and literary criticism the book would have had to be rewritten
since that was not possible the revision has been limited to completely revised
bibliographies expanded and additional notes to add occasional clarifications or
qualifications to the text and fresh introductions to each chapter
Religious Experience in Earliest Christianity 1990 this title provides a sociological
investigation into the life of the early church by one of the 20th century s leading
biblical scholars
Unity and Diversity in the New Testament 1978 contributors fred a bailey robert f
hull jr david b jackson earl lavender jack p lewis bill love rick marrs allan mcnicol
john mcray michael s moore frederick w norris tom olbright carroll d osburn dale
pauls kathy j pulley charme e robarts gary selby james thompson gerald c tiffin jack
w vancil james walters frank wheeler john t willis timothy m willis wendell willis
The First Followers of Jesus 2007-07-01 contributors frederick d aquino allen
black mark c black barry l blackburn randall d chesnutt jeffrey w childers larry
chouinard everett ferguson thomas c greer jr jan faver hailey stanley n helton a
brian mclemore marcia d moore kenneth v neller l curt niccum carroll d osburn j
paul pollard kathy j pulley gregory e sterling james w thompson james walters john
willis
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity, Volume 2 2007-07-01 least of the apostles
is a study of paul s relation both in his ministry and through his epistles to the rest
of apostolic christianity studies relating paul to judaism the roman empire or greco
roman philosophy abound we adopt the comparatively neglected approach of
relating paul specifically to his fellow apostles the first three chapters explore the
influence on paul of sources from the earliest church james and his circle the
apostolic decree and proto synoptic traditions while the final three explore paul s
influence on hebrews luke and john and the petrine epistles we conclude by
considering the implications of these findings for new testament theology
Essays on Women in Earliest Christianity, Volume 1 1971 this volume advances our
understanding of early christianity as a lived religion by approaching it through its
rites the emotions and affects surrounding those rites and the material setting for
the practice of them the connections between emotions and ritual between rites
and their materiality and between emotions and their physical manifestation in
ancient mediterranean culture have been inadequately explored as yet especially
with regard to early christianity and its water and dining rites readers will find all
three areas ritual emotion and materiality engaged in this exemplary
interdisciplinary study which provides fresh insights into early christianity and its
world ritual emotion and materiality in the early christian world will be of special



interest to interdisciplinary minded researchers seminarians and students who are
attentive to theory and method and those with an interest in the new testament and
earliest christianity it will also appeal to those working on ancient jewish and greco
roman religion emotion and ritual from a comparative standpoint
Orthodoxy and heresy in earliest Christianity 2012 in how on earth did jesus
become a god larry hurtado investigates the intense devotion to jesus that emerged
with surprising speed after his death reverence for jesus among early christians
notes hurtado included both grand claims about jesus significance and a pattern of
devotional practices that effectively treated him as divine this book argues that
whatever one makes of such devotion to jesus the subject deserves serious
historical consideration mapping out the lively current debate about jesus hurtado
explains the evidence issues and positions at stake he goes on to treat the
opposition to and severe costs of worshiping jesus the history of incorporating such
devotion into jewish monotheism and the role of religious experience in christianity
s development out of judaism the follow up to hurtado s award winninglord jesus
christ 2003 this book provides compelling answers to queries about the
development of the church s belief in the divinity of jesus
The Diversity of Earliest Christianity 2022-05-19 particularly after the standard
commentaries by ernst haenchen and hans cormehnann the acts of the apostles
has come to be seen as a work in which the theology of its author has distorted his
account of earliest christianity attention has therefore focussed on that theology in
an attempt to give as full a picture ofit as possible and consequently the question
what actually happened has fallen right into the background professor ltidemann
does not go back on the work of his german predecessors but he is very well aware
of the question of the historicity of acts and their failure to deal with it thoroughly so
in his work which essentially takes the form of a commentary he goes through acts
from beginning to end trying to ascertain whether despite all the difficulties it is
nevertheless possible to establish a core of reliable historical information in
particular sections of the work the result is an important addition to the literature on
acts much needed since the haenchen and conzelmann commentaries are now
dated a notable feature of the work is its attention to the literature written in
english account is taken of this up to 1986
Least of the Apostles 2021-12-30 this is a revised and updated version of a
student textbook concerning the historical problems involved in the study of the
new testament and modern techniques for solving them the author also examines
the influence of the new testament on subsequent religious and secular history
Ritual, Emotion, and Materiality in the Early Christian World 2005-11-02 this book
examines the roles and functions that women assumed in the early christian
communities from ad 33 to the council of nicaea it surveys too the views about
women held by various new testament authors including paul and the evangelists
How on Earth Did Jesus Become a God? 1989 more happened in the period
between jesus and paul professor hengel argues than in the whole of the next seven
centuries up to the time when the doctrine of the early church was completed
certainly these decades are crucial to our understanding of the development of
earliest christianity however they are very much a tunnel period and there is little to
shed light on it this volume does something to pierce the darkness among other
issues it considers the origins of the christian mission the role of the hellenists the



reliability of luke as a geographer when he is dealing with events in palestine in the
acts of the apostles and the development of christological belief particularly in
christian worship those familiar with professor hengel s work will know that they will
find here a wealth of valuable insight based on painstaking examination of all
available sources
Early Christianity According to the Traditions in Acts 1993 according to the
commonly held view early christianity was a time of great harmony and heresy
emerged only at a later stage to the contrary gerd ludemann argues that the time
from the first christian communities to the end of the second century was defined
by struggle by various groups for doctrinal authority drawing on a wealth of data he
asserts that the losers in this struggle actually represented christianity in its more
authentic original form orthodoxy has been defined by the victors in this struggle
and it is they who subsequently silenced alternative views and labeled them
heretical ludemann s findings are important as well as liberating for the
understanding of both christianity and the bible readers will gain a new
understanding of jesus and the early church from this compelling and controversial
book
The Origins of Christianity 1991-05-30 the book is a concise statement of how a
scholar may conduct research in the social scientific study of the early christian
movement when dealing with new testament texts and testimonies
Women in the Earliest Churches 1959 this book is open access and available on
bloomsburycollections com it is funded by knowledge unlatched this innovative
volume focuses on the significance of early christianity for modern means of
addressing poverty by offering a rigorous study of deprivation and its alleviation in
both earliest christianity and today s world the contributors seek to present the
complex ways in which early christian ideas and practices relate to modern ideas
and practices and vice versa in this light the book covers seven major areas of
poverty and its causes benefaction patronage donation wealth and dehumanization
the undeserving poor and responsibility each area features an expert in early
christianity in its jewish and graeco roman settings paired with an expert in modern
strategies for addressing poverty and benefaction each author engages with the
same topic from their respective area of expertise and responds to their partner s
essay giving careful attention toboth the continuities and discontinuities between
the ancient world and today the contributors seek to inform and engage church
leaders those working in ngos concerned with poverty and all interested in these
crucial issues both christian and not
Earliest Christianity 2003-03-14 tension between unity and diversity plagues any
attempt to recount the development of earliest christianity explanations run the
gamut from asserting the presence of a fully formed and accepted unity at the
beginning of christianity to the hypothesis that understands orthodox unity as a
later imposition upon christianity by rome in christian theology and its institutions in
the early roman empire christoph markschies seeks to unravel the complex problem
of unity and diversity by carefully examining the institutional settings for the
development of christian theology specifically markschies contends that theological
diversity is closely bound up with institutional diversity markschies clears the
ground by tracing how previous studies fail to appreciate the critical role that
diverse christian institutions played in creating and establishing the very theological



ideas that later came to define them he next examines three distinct forms of
institutional life the christian institutions of higher learning prophecy and worship
and their respective contributions to christianity s development markschies then
focuses his attention on the development of the new testament canon
demonstrating how different institutions developed their own respective canons
while challenging views that assign a decisive role to athanasius marcion or the
gnostics markschies concludes by arguing that the complementary model of the
identity and plurality of early christianity is better equipped to address the question
of unity and diversity than walter bauer s cultural protestant model of orthodoxy
and heresy or the jesuit model of the inculturation of christianity provided by
publisher
Between Jesus and Paul 1996-01-01 this study challenges the adequacy of the
reconstruction of primitive christianity advanced by walter bauer in orthodoxy and
heresy in earliest christianity the theory that so called heretical movements were
early widespread and strong the author does this by citing the lack of data
extensive enough to warrant such conclusions
Heretics 2018
A Methodological Guide for Social Scientific Inquiry Into Earliest Christianity
2019-01-24
Poverty in the Early Church and Today 1856
History of Christian Churches and Sects, from the Earliest Ages of
Christianity 2015-10-01
Christian Theology and Its Institutions in the Early Roman Empire 1988
The Bauer Thesis Examined
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